
CHAPTER 19
REACHING OUR DESTINATION: A PASSENGER
TRANSPORTATION FRAMEWORK FOR THE 21ST CENTUR Y

INTRODUCTIO N

In Chapter 4, we set out the foundations for a new passenger
transportation framework. These foundations included a goal and
four objectives along with principles for travellers, carriers and the
providers of infrastructure - terminals, links and traffic control
services. We also discussed the implications for governments and
the transition mechanisms needed to help travellers, carriers and
infrastructure providers adjust to a new framework based on these
foundations .

In Chapters 5 to 16, we. made recommendations that will enable gov-

ernments to bring current passenger transportation policy into line
with our goal, objectives and principles .

In this chapter, we repeat our principles from Chapter 4 and summa-
rize our recommendations with respect to each principle . This provides
a comprehensive list of the changes that we recommend . These
changes, when implemented into laws, regulations and institutional
adjustments, will result in a new passenger transportation frame-

work for the 21st century. We conclude with a discussion on how

these changes will meet our objectives.

ACHIEVING OUR FRAMEWOR K

In this section, we restate our principles and summarize the changes

that we recommend for their implementation . We do not intend this
list of changes to be a menu from which to pick and choose . Our
recommendations are interrelated and their positive impacts must
be combined to put our framework into effect .
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CHANGES FOR TRAVELLER S

Paying the Full Costs of Trave l

Each traveller will pay the full cost of his or her travel, an d
travellers, in total, will pay the full cost of the passenge r
transportation system, including those costs related to
protecting the environment, safety and accidents .

(Recommendation 4 .3 )

Taxpayers will not subsidize travellers . Rather, travellers using a ,
public mode of transportation will pay fares sufficient to cover their
share of the carrier's full cost of providing services, including the
cost of terminals, links and traffic control . Similarly, private-car and
private-airplane operators will pay taxes or charges sufficient to
cover their share of the full cost of terminals, links and traffic control .
Travellers will also pay, through either a portion of their fare, a tax or
a charge, for any environmental damage they cause and for all safety
and accident costs associated with their travel .

I
Specifically :

Charges for environmental damage will include the costs of clean-
up and mitigation, administration of policies and regulations, com-
pensation to those affected and a best estimate of damage where
compensation cannot be made .
(Recommendation 7 .4 )

Where environmental goals have been established in the absence

of reliable information on damage costs, governments will set
environmental charges and/or regulations at a level expected to

induce the behavioural change needed to meet such goals .
(Recommendation 7 .5)



Charges for safety and accident costs will include the cost of safety
services provided by governments, and health care costs currently

borne by the health insurance system . .
(Recommendation 8 .1 )

Access for People with Disabilities

Travellers with physical or mental disabilities will have
opportunities similar to those enjoyed by all Canadians

to use public passenger transportation .

(Recommendation 4 .4 )

I

While governments and .inclustry -have taken important steps to pro-
vide access to intercity passenger transportation services for people
with disabilities, our approach will go further-Carriers and providers
of infrastructure will be required to take greater re~ponsibility to
provide accessible passenger transportation .

Specifically :

Governments will establish a goal that all travellers in Canada have
access to public transportation in a safe, reasonably comfortable
and dignified fashion, irrespective of physical or mental ability .

(Recommendation 9.1 )

Carriers and providers of infrastructure will decide how best to
meet performance standards that provide improved accessibility
for people with disabilities and will do this within a reasonable
period of time .
(Recommendation 9 .5 )

Carriers and providers of infrastructure will begin immediately to
e

.
nsure that their specifications for new equipment and infrastructure

provide continuing improvements in accessibility, and will



implement, where practicable, retrofitting programs for their
equipment and infrastructure .
(Recommendation 9.3)

Groups representing people with disabilities, carrier associations
and the National Transportation Agency will jointly establish a
mechanism, such as a coded identification card system, that will
enable carrier personnel to quickly identify the kinds of services
and facilities needed by each traveller with a disability, including
whether or not the traveller requires an attendant for safety or
other reasons .
(Recommendation 9.6)

When the National Transportation Agency or a carrier decides that,
for safety reasons, an attendant is needed during a trip to assist an
individual with a disability, the attendant's fare will be borne by
the carrier.
(Recommendation 9.8)

Carriers will ensure that any personnel who might be required
to assist travellers with disabilities are trained to deal with such
travellers with sensitivity and understanding .
(Recommendation 9.9 )

Canadians with disabilities, governments, carriers and manufac-
turers, through advisory and coordinating groups, will ensure that
new services, equipment and infrastructure adequately serve those
for whom they are intended .
(Recommendation 9 .11 )

CHANGES FOR CARRIERS

Competition and market forces will be the prime agents in
providing viable and efficient carrier services .

(Recommendation 4 .5)



Carriers will provide services in a competitive environment, operating
under the same commercial principles, economic forces and general
rules as other businesses .

Governments will make the entry of new competitors into all carrier

services easier by eliminating or easing restrictions . All potential
entrants that are "fit, willing and able" will have an opportunity to
supply passenger carrier services and have access to terminals, links
and traffic control so long as they are prepared to pay their share of
the costs, as well as any costs they impose with respect to environ-
mental damage, safety and accidents . As well, anyone providing a
carrier service will be able to withdraw these services, without undue
delay, subject to adequate notice .

Specifically : -

Federal, provincial and territorial governments will amend their
legislation concerning the regulation of intercity buses to reduce
entry restrictions to "fit, willing and able" criteria, and require only
public notice of route abandonments and publication of schedules
and fares .
(Recommendation 13 .1 )

The federal government and the Government of Alberta will amend
their legislation to eliminate the 10 percent ceiling on individual
holdings that currently applies to Air Canada and Pacific Western
Airlines, the parent of Canadian Airlines International .
(Recommendation 11 .2 )

The federal government will invite Canadian air carriers to make
public proposals for future international air route designations,
with the air carrier offering the best package to be granted the
route and the reasons made public, and Canadian air carriers will
be allowed to sell designated international routes to one another .
(Recommendations 11 .3 and 11 .4 )

Governments will abstain from making any financial contribution
that is intended to ensure the survival of air carriers .
(Recommendation 11 .5)
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The federal government will amend legislation to make rail track
accessible to all qualified passenger carriers who are willing to
pay for what they use-and will ensure that all such carriers have
access to essential rail infrastructure and are treated equally in the
movement of their traffic .
(Recommendation 6.7 )

• After a 10-year transition period, all passenger train routes will be
unsubsidized and open to any carrier who is "fit, willing and able ."
(Recommendation 12 .4)

• Airport and municipal authorities will cooperate to ensure unrestricted
access to airports by all ground connectors who pay their shar e
of the costs, and the federal government will similarly grant all
ground connectors open access to federally owned airports and
rail stations .
(Recommendation 15.1).

• The federal government will require that all agreements for the sale
or lease of federally owned transportation infrastructure include
provisions that oblige the operating authority to grant open access
.to all intermodal connectors on equal terms and conditions .
(Recommendation 15 .2 )

Under current international arrangements, if a Canadian air carrier
is no longer owned and controlled by Canadians, its designation as
a "national airline" and, consequently, its ability to fly international

routes, can be challenged . Although restrictions on ownership do
not apply to other modes, we propose to limit foreign ownership for
the Canadian air carrier industry because of the current international

regulatory regime.

Specifically :

The federal government will retain the existing limits on foreign
ownership and control of air carriers .

(Recommendation 11 .1)



If faced with a potential reduction to only one major Canadian air
carrier, the federal government will override limitations on foreign
ownership and control for the explicit purpose of, and to the extent
required to, ensure competition in the domestic market .
(Recommendation 11 .6 )

CHANGES FOR PROVIDERS OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Terminals, links and traffic control services will be priced on a

term i nal-by-term i nal, link.-by-link and service-by-service basis .

(Recommendation 4 .6 )

Where there is sufficient competition, or where users are i n
a strong bargaining position with providers of terminals ,
links or traffic control services ~ and so long as there are
appropriate charges for environmental damage, safety an d
accidents - competition and market forces will determin e
prices and investment decisions for passenger transportatio n
infrastructure .

(Recommendation 4 .7 )

Where regulations are required, they will be designed to
ensure that pricing and investment decisions will be similar
to what would otherwise occur through competitiv e
market forces .

(Recommendation 4 .8)

Setting Prices

Travellers will only pay for what they use . Prices will reflect the trav-
ellers' or carriers' use of each terminal, link or traffic control service
and will be designed to encourage neither over-use nor under-use .

Travellers using only some parts of the system will not pay for the



parts they do not use and from which they do not benefit . Where
such prices will not recover the full cost, they will be adjusted to
provide for full cost recovery in such a way as to minimize the loss

of efficiency.

Specifically :

Provincial and territorial governments and road agencies will con-
sider conventional tolling systems when new or expanded limited-
access highways are required, with tolls set to cover any costs of
the road link in question that exceed those recovered by fuel taxes .
(Recommendation 5 .6 )

Provincial and territorial governments will institute weight-distance
taxes for trucks as part of an overall road-financing program .
(Recommendation 5.5 )

Airport operators will obtain their funding from site-specific charges
on an airport-by-airport basis, rather than through an allocation
from the Air Transportation Tax . Charges to travellers will reflect
'the commercial potential of the airport, no t historical costs .

(Recommendations 5.1 and 5.3)

The operator of the air navigation system will obtain funding for
the system by charging aircraft operators directly for their share

of air navigation and air traffic control costs through charges that
differ by type of flight, class of aircraft and value of benefits received,
rather than through an allocation from the Air Transportation Tax .

This system will replace the Air Transportation Tax .

(Recommendation 5.7 )

A decision to move to a link-by-link charge for the existing road sys-
tem will .be based, in part, on technological feasibility, administrative

cost and public acceptability. Such a change will likely be gradual or
come in stages, except for a limited number of new toll roads .



Specifically:

Provincial and territorial governments will meet the costs' of their
highway system, and any agreed upon National Highway System
projects within their borders, through fuel taxes and other charges .
(Recommendation 6.6)

Making Investment Decisions

Investments will be made .only in those projects in which benefits to
travellers exceed costs, and that yield the highest level of benefits
over costs, regardless of m6cle . In making investment decisions, all
costs

I
including safety, accident and environmental costs, as wel l

as interest on funds invested, will be taken into account . Adeq"uate
provision will be made for maintenance . New technologies will be
considered along with existing technologies, and full consideration
will be given to the potential for intermodal operations to contribute
to efficiency and ease of travel .

Specifically :

For transferring airports to Local Airport Authorities, the federal
government's valuation of existing airport capital facilities will
reflect the commercial potential of the facilities, not historical costs .
(Recommendation 5.3 )

Governments or Local Airport Authoritieswill make airport invest-
ments on an airport-by-airport basis and will only make new air-
port investments where costs, including. a return on investment,
can be expected to be repaid through future revenues .
(Recommendations 5.1 and 5.3 )

In determining the extent of restoration and upgrading of the

national highway network, provincial and territorial governments
will be guided by a comparison of benefits and costs on individual
projects, rather than by uniform engineering standards .
(Recommendation 6 .4)



Governments will invest in high-speed rail infrastructure only if the
benefits to the passenger transportation system exceed the costs,
and if taxpayers do not have to pay any operating subsidies .
(Recommendation 12.6 )

Any railway company will be allowed to abandon any amount of
track without a limit (see also Recommendation 6.9) .
(Recommendation 6.8 )

All responsible agencies, in evaluating safety improvements in dif-

ferent modes, will use comparable values for injury and loss of life .

(Recommendation 8.2 )

CHANGES FOR GOVERNMENTS

The Functions of Governmen t

Governments will be responsible for establishing policies i n
relation to the framework, setting and enforcing standards ,
gathering and reporting information to the public, ensurin g
a sufficient level of research, maintaining competition an d
regulating monopolies .

(Recommendation 4.9 )

I

Federal, provincial and territorial transportation departments will
move towards being small policy-oriented departments . They

will advise governments on policy with respect to government
transportation agencies, establish guidelines for project evaluation,
notably for the assignment of joint costs to modes and user classes,
and will be responsible for taking a cross-modal view of transportation
issues . To the extent that environmental and safety policies are
tailored to transportation, rather than being of general application,

transportation departments will be involved in the development of
environmental and safety policies and charges with environmental
and health authorities . The departments will shed most or all of their
operating responsibilities outside of safety regulation .



Specifically :

• The federal government will transfer all remaining airports to
Local Airport Authorities and/or to other types of local operators .
(Recommendation 6.1 )

• The federal go Vernment will convert the air navigation system
from a departmental organization to either a Crown corporation
or an independent institution .
(Recommendation 6.2 )

Each provincial and territorial government will establish a Crown
corporation

.,
supplemented by an advisory group, to be respon-

sible for providing roads more efficiently and making pricing and
investment decisions more transparent .
(Recommendation 6.3 )

Government agencies might still be used to provide some carrier
services and operate

.
some infrastructure . They would, however, be

expected to function without subsidies, and private-sector firms
would in general be free to enter the market in competition with
such government operators .

In carrying out their policy-making responsibilities, governments will
take a long-term view. We expressed concern in our Interim Report,
and do again in this report, about a possible loss of important railway
corridors as railways streamline their operations and abandon track .
Governments will ensure that Valuable, irreplaceable corridors are

not lost for future transportation use .

Specifically :

Railway companies will offer abandoned rail rights-of-way, under a
formal procedure, to governments and then'to other railway com-
panies before such rights-of-way can be converted to other uses .
All levels of government will develop policies, based on explicit
criteria, for deciding which corridors they wish to retain for future



transportation use and will ensure that land so acquired is maintained
intact as a corridor.
(Recommendation .6.9)

The role of government as referee will be expanded, and governments
will collect and publish improved data on the passenger transportation
system.

Specifically :

The federal government will review the Competition Act and
related policy and, if required, will strengthen the powers needed
to prevent anti-competitive practices in the intercity bus industry .

(Recommendation 13.2 )

• The federal government will extend its regulations governing the
anti-competitive practices of computer reservation systems beyond
the air mode to take a multimodal approach .
(Recommendation 15.3 )

• The federal government will establish the regulations under which
any high-speed rail system will operate, including safety and
environmental regulations .
(Recommendation 12.8 )

The National Transportation Agency will ensure that abandoned
railway corridors are offered to governments or other railway com-
panies at a reasonable price .
(Recommendation 6.9 )

The National Transportation Agency will take more active respon-
sibility for ensuring that transportation services become more
accessible to those with disabilities.
(Recommendation 9 .4) .

The National Transportation Agency will establish minimum
national standards of transportation accessibility for persons
with disabilities .
(Recommendation 9 .2)



• The National Transportation Agency will mediate disputes regarding
the requirement for an attendant to accompany a traveller with a
disability . -
(Recommendation 9.7 )

• Provincial and territorial governments will implement more-
uniform and adequate minimum accessibility standards for inter-
city buses for travellers with disabilities, or, if that does not occur,
the federal government will rescind its delegated responsibility for
nationally applied accessib,ility standards to ensure more uniformity .
(Recommendation 9.10 )

Governments will further develop travel and other transportation
data for public use, and the federal government will publish an
annual report card on the passenger transportation system .
(Recommendations 16.2, 16.3 and 16.4)

Transferring operating functions from government departments to
the private sector or independent agencies will considerably reduce

government personnel and financial requirements . We expect that
these functions will be carried out with fewer people and at lower cost

than is currently the case . Small additional government resources
might be required to carry out expanded r

'
efereeing functions and to

collect improved data on the transportation system . In addition, as
the bus industry is brought within the scope of competition review,

the federal government may have to increase resources for compet .i-
tion policy. This increase, however, should be more than offset by
reductions in the cost of provincial regulatory bureaucracies.

The Responsibilities of Levels of Government

Decision making authority of governments will be assigned t o
the level of government that is both closest to the people and
most able to exercise such authority efficiently -

(Recommendation 4 .10)
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We asked ourselves whether achieving our framework will be
possible under the current allocation of responsibilities among
levels of government for the different modes .

We recognize that the policies of one level of government regarding
a mode for which. it is responsible can affect other modes that are

the responsibility of another level of government . As long as the
affected modes are paying their way, however, this type of interaction

is not inherently a problem .

Given current jurisdictional arrangements, good will, cooperation and
coordination among levels of government are essential to achieving
comparable treatment of different modes . Our framework can be
implemented using a cooperative approach, and within existing
jurisdictional arrangements.

Specifically :

A National Highway System will be identified by the Council of
Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety and
will be operated and maintained through cooperative action of
provincial and territorial governments and/or their road agencies .
(Recommendation 6.5)

Local or regional governments will take policy responsibility for envi-
ronmental damage when the source and effects are local . Similarly,

the federal government will take responsibility when environmental
damage from one region affects other regions or countries .

Specifically :

Local and regional governments will address low-level ozone
problems, focussing on ozone non-attainment areas, using special
regional regulations such as speed limits, periodic motor-vehicle
emissions testing, and emissions surcharges at times of the year
when low-level ozone is a problem .
(Recommenclation .7 .11 )
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The federal government will strive for international agreement on
an effective strategy to control global warming, and will seek to
harmonize domestic policies and taxes with those of the international
community.
(Recommendation 7.2 )

Treating the Modes Equally

Governments will tax and regulate all modes equally .

(Recommendation 4 .1 1 )

Governments will not treat the modes differently in terms of taxes,
charges or regulations . Governments will collect taxes for general
revenue purposes from all modes on the same basis, set charges to
cover the efficient cost of providing services and facilities and use
the revenues for that purpose, and apply charges and regulatio ns
equally to all modes to address the costs that transportation activities
impose on society .

Specifically :

All fuel taxes will be used for transportation purposes or as a .

means of charging for costs, such as environmental damage .and

health care system costs, caused by transportation .

(Recommendation 5 .4 )

Governments will apply environmental emissions charges equally
to all modes and to non-transportation sources, on as close to a
per-Unit-of-emission basis as practical .
(Recommendation 7.6)

Governments will set regulations for the effective control of envi-
ronmentally damaging emissions that impose similar obligations
in terms of cost per unit of abatement on each mode, and that treat



non-transportation. sources of pollutants similarly to transportation
sources .
(Recommendation 7.3 )

Governments will separate revenues from environmental emission
charges from revenues from other passenger transportation charges
and use such funds to clean up the environmental damage, com-
pensate those affected, or lower general tax rates . They will not
use such funds to expand or maintain the passenger transportation
system .
(Recommendation 7 .7) .

Improving Accountability and Transparenc y

Decision making will be transparent so that Canadians can
understand why governments or their agencies make th e
passenger transportation choices they make, and so tha t
those making decisions can be held accountable.

(Recommendation 4 .12 )

Those responsible for making and applying the rules and for spending
travellers' and taxpayers' money will be more accountable for their
actions. Governments will improve accountability by making relevant
information available to the public and by making it easy to understand .

Specifically :

If agencies that are established to manage transportation infra-
structure are monopoly suppliers, the level of government -
responsible will ensure that advisory bodies of travellers and
other interested parties are created to counsel management on
investment priorities, charging mechanisms and the prices
needed to achieve self-sufficiency.
(Recommendation 16.1)



Governments will clearly report to the public the amount of, and
reason for, any continuing subsidies to carriers .

(Recommendations 12 .5, 14.4 and 16.4)

Governments will make public the benefits and costs of any
high-speed rail project in which they invest or subsidize and will
consult the public on the implication of such investments .
(Recommendation 12 .7 )

Government will allocate resources, and provincial and territorial
governments will cooperate with the federal government to ensure
the further improvement and collection of travel and other trans-
portation data, and the data will be made available to the public .

(Recommendations 16.2 a.nd 16.3) 1 1

The federal government will publish an annual report card on .
the passenger transportation system that will include information
on the use of the system, subsidies, extent of cost recovery, and
degree

I
to which objectives are being met, as well as information

on the reliability and safety of the passenger transportation
system .
(Recommendation 16 .4)

TRANSITION REQUIREMENT S

In cases where time is required to ease the problems cause d
by steep price adjustments, or where a carrier, a particula r
carrier service, a terminal or a link is given another chance

to survive within the new framework, financial assistanc e

will be designed to encourage adjustment .

(Recommendation 4 .13 )

If a carrier, a particular carrier service, a terminal or a lin k
cannot survive despite a reasonable period of time fo r
adjustment, the terminal or link will be closed or the servic e

discontinued .

(Recommendation 4 .14)



Since the passenger transportation system that will result from our
framework will differ from the current system, governments will give
travellers, carriers and facility providers time to adjust . In this adjust-
ment period, any remaining subsidy from the taxpayers will be :

provided, where possible, to move people in the most efficient
way, regardless of mode ;

• provided and managed by the level of government that has

responsibility for the mode in question ;

• borne by taxpayers in the jurisdiction that makes the decision, not
by other transportation users ; and

provided on a declining basis, for a reasonable adjustment period,

and then terminated .

Even when they are given financial assistance and a reasonable time
to adjust, some carriers or facilities might not be able to achieve
commercial viability. In such cases, they will be closed down .

We recognize four cases in which governments may have to provide
transitional subsidies .

Specifically, they are :

Airports : Whenever applying our principles to airports, including

all Transport Canada airports, wil I result in steep increases in aver-
age charges to travellers, governments will provide transitional

subsidies to be phased out over 10 years. The initial level of subsidy
will be based on the current operating subsidy and will be used for
capital as well as operating expenditures or, if the airport is closed,

for other local transportation purposes .

(Recommendation 5.2 )

Passenger rail: The federal government will enact legislation to
give VIA Rail a mandate to operate on a commercial basis, with the
general subsidy having a sunset provision of 10 years. During thi s
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period, VIA Rail will have greater freedom to manage, . including
investment decisions, route selection, service levels and pricing;
will be allowed to compete for other services such as commuter
services and transporting mail ; and will be required to file and
publish detailed annual -operating plans and financial reports,
including the costs and revenues related to individual routes . At
the end of 10'years, all routes will be unsubsiclized (see also
discussion of remote services later in this section) .
(Recommendations 12 .1, 12.2, 12 .3 and 12 A

• Intercity bus: If necessary to avoid steep increases in bus fares on
particular routes following the relaxation of economic regulation .
of the intercity bus industry, governments will provide transitional
subsidies on a declining basis not to exceed 10 years.
(Recommendation 13.3 )

• Ferries: If necessary to avoid steepincreases in fares, governments
will provide transitional subsidies not to exceed 10 years on indi-
vidual ferry routes (see also discussion of constitutionally provided
ferry services later in this section) .
(Recommendation 14 .1 )

In some cases, governments might choose to continue subsidies to
passenger transportation services that are not commercially viable .
Such subsidies are not consistent with our framework and, in general,
should not be maintained . If, however, governments continue to pro-
vide subsidies despite o .ur recommendations, they will do so in such
a way as to ensure that services are as efficient as possible . In addi-
tion, such subsidies will be provided from*general tax revenues and
not from charges to travellers .

Specifically with respect to :

Remote train service : Governments may decide to continue pro-
viding passenger transportation service to some communities
that currently have remote train service . In this case, governments
will use the most efficient mode and carrier, and, if feasible, use
competitive bidding to choose the mode and carrier . In additio,n,



governments will provide the subsidy in such a way that the sub-
sidized carrier will bring passengers to transfer at the closest
convenient point to a commercial, unsubsidized carrier .

(Recommendation 12 .5 )

Constitutionally provided ferry services: The federal government
may use subsidies, if required, to maintain constitutionally guaran-

teed ferry services. Except for the ferry service between North
Sydney, Nova Scotia, and Port aux Basques, Newfoundland, for
which there is a constitutional limit on rates, continuing taxpayer
subsidies to other ferry services will be no higher than required to

maintain the service. In the case of the Nova Scotia to Newfoundland
service, and any other constitutionally guaranteed services that
require taxpayer subsidies to continue, the federal government
will strive for the highest degree of cost recovery consistent with the
constitutional obligations, and may offer the affected province a

federal grant instead of the subsidy-
(Recommendation 14 .2)

. MEETING OUR OBJECTIVES

In thapter 4, we stated that the goal of the passenger transportation
system should be to move people to where they want to go, and we

proposed :

Four guiding objectives :

• safety ;

• protection of the environment ;

fairness to taxpayers, travellers and carriers; and

0 efficiency, so that services are provided only where benefit s

to the individual traveller equal or exceed the cost, and give n

levels of service are provided at the lowest possible cost .



We also concluded that :

Governments pursue nation-building and regional development
objectives through other programs rather than using the
passenger transportation system .

(Recommendation 4.2 )

Our recommendations will create a passenger transportation system
that is safe, that is more protective of the environment, that ensures
fairness to taxpayers, travellers and carriers, and that operate s
more efficiently .

IMPROVING SAFETY

We are encouraged by long-term trends in transportation safety, which
show impressive improvements in all modes. We also recogniz e
that safety improvements demand innovation - -new technologies
and new attitudes and behaviour by carriers and travellers . Our
framework encourage's such innovation .

Government Regulations

Governments have been responsible for many safety improvements :
in vehicles, by regulating vehicle performance ; and in infrastructure,
by adopting design standards. We recognize that such actions have
generally been effective, and our framework reaffirms the role of
government in maintaining the safety of the system through regula-
tions. Our recommendations will strengthen the role of governments
in providing objective analysis of accident trends and potential safety
measures. Further, we have recommended that governments use
comparable values for injury or loss of life for all modes when they
establish regulations or invest directly in transportation infrastruc-
ture. This will help achieve a coordinated approach to safety among
branches and levels of government .



Using Charges to Change Behaviour

The payments that carriers and travellers already make toward
accident costs, either directly or through insurance systems, have
provided strong incentives for personal and corporate improvements
in safety and have contributed to overall long-term improvements .

Currently, however, carriers and travellers do not pay all the costs
associated with accidents and safety prevention programs. Under

our framework, governments will encourage greater safety by :

• making the safety costs of transportation as transparent as

possible;

• ensuring that travellers and carriers pay all the costs of accidents

by having provincial and territorial health-insurance systems

reclaim. all costs of treating accident victims from comp anies
insuring vehicles and carriers ; an d

• ensuring that travellers and carriers pay all prevention costs by
charging travellers and carriers directly for the costs of government
transportation safety programs, such as emergency rescue ser-
vices, police traffic enforcement and the administrative costs of

regulating safety. In addition, users will pay for the safety compo-
nents built into infrastructure by means of appropriate pricing for

such infrastructure .

Conclusions on Safety

We are convinced that when travellers and carriers face the full costs
of accidents and safety programs, they will change their behaviour

to reduce accidents . We also expect that the discipline involved in
objectively assessing risks, evaluating safety measures, and pro-
viding accountability and transparency in setting charges will encour-
age governments to treat the modes with greater consistency, thereby
getting the most safety in)provement per dollar spent .



GREATER PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Efforts to protect and improve Canada's environment have moved
forward on many fronts in recent years . Public support for environ-
mental programs has grown, encouraging increases in government
spending and the regulation of individual and corporate activities . In
addition, governments have attempted to coordinate their activities
through the Canadian Conference of Ministers . of the Environment,
and the federal government has cooperated with other countries in
environmental protection .

Government Regulation s

Under our framework, current regulatory controls will continue
where they are cost-effective and will apply to all modes equally .
Coordination among governments will be further improved by
using common standards for environmental costs when evaluating

regulations and investments in transportation infrastructure.

Using Charges to Change Behaviou r

In a more radical addition to the current approach, our principles call
for travellers, carriers and providers of infrastructure to pay the envi-
ronmental costs of travel and transportation investments . Making
the environmental consequences of transportation obvious through
transparent charges will considerably improve the strength and con-
sistency of efforts to protect the environment . Carriers and travellers
will take environmental damage into account in a consistent way
when. making transportation decisions .

Carriers and travellers will make such'decisions by applying the
same benefit-cost test that governments will apply in their decisions

on regulations and public investments - that is, they will ask "Is the
benefit worth the cost?" Since carriers and travellers will be using a
common set of valuations of environmental damages - the same
set as used by governments in their environmental decisions -
consistency and efficiency in achieving environmental goals will b e
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promoted . Governments will not need to predict where and how
carriers and travellers should achieve reductions . The decisions can
be left to users .

We are aware that the ability to measure environmental damage and
assess its costs is limited and that (as in the case of other ill-defined
risks) misperceptions of possible effects of preventive actions lead
to a great range of public opinions - from indifference to strident
demands for the strongest measures . We also recognize that political
agreements on national goals might themselves be based on mis-
perceptions . We argue strongly that governments ensure that the
scientific evidence for environmental problems and solutions .-and

the most objective assessment of such evidence, be disseminate d

to the public as widely as possible .

Under our framework, governments will use revenues from environ-
mental charges to clean up damage and to compensate those affected
by such damage. Substantial surpluses, however, will remain . For
example, governments will gain revenues from carbon dioxide (COO
emission charges, but it is unlikely that people at risk from global

warming will be identified or compensated individually. Governments
will use surplus environmental revenues to benefit all Canadians by
reducing general taxes .

Conclusions on Protecting the Environment

We recommend that travellers and carriers pay the costs of the
damage they impose on the environment . We base this recommen-

dation in part on the belief that users are generally able to affect the
amount of damage they cause by their choice of vehicle or amount
and type of travel .

We also believe that environmental charges will make the passenger
transportation system more fair by guaranteeing that users provide
compensation to taxpayers for the environmental costs that their use

of the passenger transportation system imposes . Those who travel

less will not pay the environmental costs imposed by those who trave l
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more . Carriers and others who save money by using more-polluting
vehicles will not gain an automatic competitive advantage over
those who invest in pollution reduction . Travellers and carriers in the
various modes will not be subject to different regulatory standards .

While our recommendations call for radical change, we believe
theyare rational, fair and will achieve national environmental goals
efficiently and at a lower overall cost .

GREATER FAIRNESS TO TAXPAYERS, TRAVELLERS AND CARRIER S

Our recommendations are guided by the objective of fair treatment
for all Canadians. In general, under our framework, transportation
policy will be neutral in its treatment of individuals and identifiable
groups of individuals, favouring none above others, and favouring
no group identified by region or by shared activities . All Canadians
will have access to the transportation system on the same terms .

Specifically :

governments will remove any barriers that prevent "fit, willing and
able" carriers from entering transportation markets and getting
access to essential facilities ;

governments will not favour travellers over non-travellers by
providing large subsidies to some travellers ; an d

governments will treat carriers and travellers in different modes
equally .

Special Circumstances

We recognize three special circumstances in applying these general
rules of fairness:

People with disabilities : Under our framework, travellers with phys-
ical or mental disabilities will have opportunities to use public
passenger transportation that are similar to those enjoyed by all



.Canadians . Carriers will make a sufficient proportion of their new
intercity transportation vehicles accessible to people with disabili-
ties, and will ensure that travellers with disabilities are treated
with sensitivity and understanding .

* Constitutionally provided ferry services: The federal government is
obliged under the Constitution to assume responsibility for certain
ferry services and, in one case, to maintain a Jimit on rates . Gov-
ernments will apply our recommendations on the management of
infrastructure, and may institute competitive tendering to carriers
for these ferry services . The result will be services provided in as
cost-effective a manner as possible, thus reducing the amoun t
of taxpayer support required .

* Certain non-viable facilities and services : There may be circumstances
in which governments decide that a commercially non-viable trans-
portation facility or service should be provided or guara.nteed . Again,
governments will apply our recommendations on the management
of facilities, and may institute public competitive tendering t o
carriers for these facilities and services . This will reduce subsidies .

Eliminating Subsidie s

In general, subsidies from taxpayers and transportation users to cer-
tain groups of travellers are unfair - for example, air travellers being

supported by non-travellers for the costs of air navigation systems

and airport expenses or train travellers being supported by direct
subsidies from taxpayers for their ticket . This unfairness is com-

pounded by its effect on travel behaviour. Subsidies from taxpayers
make some transportation services cheaper, encouraging travellers

to use them more and - to the extent that the subsidy is above the

average for transportation - causing travellers to switch from other

modes . Such subsidies to one mode are unfair to other modes that
could offer competing services .

The remedy is straightforward . Under our framework, carriers, and
ultimately travellers, will pay all of the costs of infrastructure and ser-

vices . This remedy will also apply to those modes that receive large



subsidies - passenger train services and those ferry services for
which there are no constitutional obligations. For example, our esti-
mates show that passenger train services receive payments from
taxpayers far in excess of fares received from travellers, while the
public gains little if anything in terms of environmental improvement
from these large expenditures . Such subsidized train services also
compete unfairly with services provided by other modes, particularly
intercity bus carriers .

Appropriate charges for environmental damage will also make the
transportation system more fair than it is at present, even where
there are no simple administrative systems for identifying those who
bear the damage and for providing them with compensation . Where
the evidence shows that the environmental damage differs substan-
tially by region, as is the case with low-level ozone, and if feasible
administratively, it would be fairer to differentiate the charges by region .

Conclusions on Fairness

Under our framework, the goal of the passenger transportation sys-
tem is to move people to where they want to go . Taxpayers should
not be required to support one mode when a -cheaper mode is avail-
able. Such support is unfair to taxpayers and to the operators and
users of the other modes.

A MORE EFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTE M

Competition and Innovatio n

The passenger transportation system will be made more efficient,
delivering better service-at lower costs, through reforms in manage-
ment, pricing policies and investment decision making .

We are convinced that competition will spur innovation . Our recom-
mendations, therefore, introduce competition wherever possible :
competition among modes, among carriers within modes and, where
relevant, among providers of facilities . For example, improving ease .
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of entry by bus carriers will reduce costs and fares, improve services

on trunk routes and allow lower-cost operations to offer new services
to smaller communities . Ensuring that competing carriers get access
to air and bus terminals, train stations and computer reservation
systems will encourage innovation and cost-cutting, to the benefit

of all travellers .

In addition, our recommendations on the transparency of the
budgeting processes of agencies, and on advisory roles for users
of infrastructure provided by agencies, will encourage providers of
infrastructure that are not subject to much direct competition to
continually seek innovations that improve service and lower costs .

Commercialization of Services

Putting transportation infrastructure and carriers on a more com-
mercial basis will lower-costs and improve services to carriers . For
example, commercialization of air navigation services will free
management to pursue innovation and improved efficiency .

For constitutionally guaranteed ferry services and for any remote
train services that governments judge to require continuing taxpayer
support, tendering by open contracts will allow competing operations
to demonstrate their efficiency . It will also provide travellers and
taxpayers with the best service at .the least cost .

Pricing and Investment

Requiring travellers to pay the full costs of their travel and removing
taxpayer subsidies are important components of our proposal s

for efficiency. Equal treatment of modes and carriers means that
users pay prices that represent the true costs of services, with no
hidden contribution from others such as taxpayers and victims of

environmental damage .

Our recommendations for pricing and investment are intended to
achieve efficiency in the transportation system . Carriers and infra-
structure providers will design efficient pricing systems, subject to



the requirement that they recover all costs . With appropriate pricing
in place, travellers and carriers will make decisions that maximize the
benefits from travelling . Similarly, consideration of social costs and
benefits, without regard to mode and jurisdictional limits, will guide
agencies in setting priorities for investments in public transportation
infrastructure .

Conclusions on Efficiency

As we have emphasized throughout this report, efficiency is achieved
whenever Canadians make the most of the resources that are devoted
to transportation, and devote the amount of resources to transporta-
tion that wastes neither opportunities nor money . An efficient trans-
portation system is one that contributes the most to Canadians '
standard of living .

REACHING OUR DESTINATION

No one can predict the future with any accuracy . In looking ahead,
we see many changes that could affect intercity passenger trans-
portation. For example, the environmental costs of transportation-
related pollutants may prove substantially higher or lower than -
currently estimated, public demand may shift toward the train or

the bus, and new technology may expand road capacity, reduce the
environmental costs of car *use, and make air travel cheaper . The
possibilities for change are infinite .

What we set out to do was to develop principles under which travellers,

carriers and governments will achieve what we believe are widely
held objectives in a broad range of circum stances. Our principles will
ensure a framework in which costs are reflected in prices paid by
travellers, and institutions are flexible and responsive . This frame-
work will constrain transportation activities that become too costly
relative to benefits provided, and will encourage the transportation
industry to take advantage of new opportunities resulting from
improved technology and other favourable developments .
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Certified to be a true copy of a Minute of a Meeting of the Committee of the

Privy Council, approved by Her Excellency the Governor General

on the 19th day, of October, 1989 .

The Committee of the Privy Council, on the

recommendation
of

the Prime Minister, advise that a Commission do

issue under Part I of the Inquiries Act and under the Great Sealof C
anada appointing :

Louis Davies Hyndman of Edmonton, Alberta
Marie-Jos6e Drouin of Montreal, Quebec

Susan A . Fish of .Toronto, Ontario

Marc Gaudry of Montreal, Quebe c
William P. Kelly, C .M ., of Ottawaf Ontario
John B. Hamilton, O .C . of Torontof Ontari o
John Forbes Helliwell of Vancouvert British Columbia

James D . McNiven of Halifax, Nova Scoti a

Dr . Maurice LeClair, O.C ., M .D., of Westmount, Quebec

together .with .such other persons as may be named from time to
time, to inquire into and report upon a national integrated
inter-city passenger transportation system to meet the needs of
Canada and Canadians in the 21st century and to ensure that

transportation links among Canada's regions and communities are
maintained and improved ; and

The Committee also advise that the study include an

examination o f

(a) the role of a national integrated inter-city passenger
transportation system, in the context o f

the relationship of the inter-city passenger system
with the whole transportation system ;

the current extent and state of Canada's inter-city
passenger transportation system ;

demographic and population trends ;

social trends and user preferences ;

- technological developments in the transportatio n
industry ;

they could impact on Canada's competitiveness ;

the economic prospects for the Canadian .economy and
their likely impact on inter-city passenger
transportation requirements ;

the mobility.needs of Canadians ;

- international transportation developments and ho w

. . .2
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(b) the structure of a national integrated inter-city
passenger transportation system for transportation by
air, marine, highway and rail and the relations among
the modes, taking into account

- the means to encourage Canadians to travel within
Canada ;

- the appropriate mix among the various modes so as
to maximize the effectiveness, efficiency and
competitiveness of the system ;

the financial implications of such a system,
including initial capital requirements as well as

the cost of maintaining and operating the system ;

- the promotion of energy efficient means of
transportation ;

the environmental impact of various options in
order to achieve a balance between the
environmental impact and the transportation needs
of Canadians ;

(c) the potential for and the constraints on achieving a
national integrated inter-city passenger transportation
system by

- advising on the institutional arrangements

required, including any arrangements needed to
rationalize and coordinate the respective roles of
the three levels of government in Canada in the
provision of inter-city passenger transportation
services ;

- examining the relevant labour relations

environment ;

assessing the transportation industry-government
interface ;
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(d) the appropriate financial arrangements to achieve a
national integrated inter-city passenger transportation
system by

- taking into account the jurisdictions of the
different levels of government and the role of the
private sector ;

- taking into account the overall cost to Canadians ; .

- considering the concept of appropriate user shares ;

- examining means of attracting private financing to

major transportation projects ; and

The Committee also advise that th e

Commissioners

(1) be authorized to adopt such procedures and method s
as they may from time to time deem expedient for
the proper conduct of the inquiry and to sit at
such times and in such places as may be required ;

(2) be authorized to rent such space and facilities as
may be required for the purposes of the inquiry, in
accordance with Treasury Board policies ;

(3) be authorized to engage the services of such
.experts and other persons as are referred to in
section 11 of the Inquiries Act, at such rates of
remuneration and reimbursement as may be approved
by the Treasury Board ;

(4) be directed, within the ambit of their woik, to
seek the views of all provincial and territorial
governments as well as interested Canadians from
all walks of life and all regions of the country ;

(5) be directed to submit an interim report to the
Governor in Council in both official languages not
later than eighteen months from now ;

(6) be directed to submit a final report to the
Governor in Council in both official languages with
all reasonable dispatch but no more than three
years from now ;
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(7) be directed to file the records and papers of the

inquiry as soon as reasonably may be after the
conclusion of the inquiry with the Clerk of the
Privy Council ; an d

The Committee also advise that Louis Davies Hyndman of
Edmonton, Alberta, and Marie-Jos6e Drouin of Montreal, Quebec, be
the Chairman and Vice-Chair-man respectively of the Commission ; and

The Committee further advise that Janet Smith of Ottawa,
Ontario, be appointed Executive Director of the Commission .

CERTIFIED TO BE A TRUE COPY - COME CERTIFItE CONFORME
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The letter c following a page reference indicates that the information
is in a chart on that page . The letter tfollowing a page .reference
indicates that the information is in a table on that page .

Aberdeen Airport, U .K., 122
accessibility see also people with disabilities, access

bus market, 1 7
and privately owned infrastructure, 115
rail

improving through regulation, 138-40
improving through separation, 140-41
problems, 136-37

to infrastructure services, 79
Access to Information Act,,and people with disabilities, 200
accident cost s

averages, 185-86
car travel, 44, 389
definitions, 41, 184-85, 35 8
if no changes, 383-84
road, 103, 185-86t
under new framework, 389
victims undercompensated, 187-88
who pays, 187-88

accident prevention see safety
accidents see also safety

airplane
commercial, 176-78
private, .178-79

bus, 180
ferry, 182
mode comparison, 175
train, 179



accountability
of costs, 336-37
past and future, 10
public opinion on, 335-36
of subsidies, 337
under new framework, 412-1 3

ACR see Algoma Central Railway (ACR)
advisory bodies, 120-2 1

agencies see also National Transportation Agency
general, 406-7, 412, 424
road, 389, 404, 410

Air Alliance, 228
Air BC, 233
Air Canada

acquires interest in Air BC, 233
acquires interest in Air Ontario, 233
acquires interest in NWT Air, 233
on deregulation, 228
financial problems, 222
history, 228-29, 232-33
intermodal transportation, 325
merger with Canadian Airlines International, 251-52
privatization, 17, 227, 233
today, 233, 242, 244-46

Air Canada Act, 229
Air Canada Public Participation Act, 232
air carriers

access to LAA airports, 124

applying principles to, 222
charter, 233
competition, 230-31, 252-53, 255
concentration, 228, 241-42

cost recovery, 237c, 243c
effects of Gulf War, 2
effects of recession, 1
entry criteria, 220-21, 231-32



"families," 234t
foreign ownership, 249, 255, 351
northern Canada, 23 1
people with disabilities, 199-200, 202
productivity indicators, 240c
regulations, 16-1 7
subsidies, 43

air conditioners, vehicles, 155
air fares

competition, 242-43
discounts, 236, 238c ., 238, 244c
economy, 245 c
government policies, 231

Air France, 247
air links, pricing, 106-7
air navigation fees, and international competition, 347
air navigation infrastructure

current, 126-27
federal government role, 15, 128
private-sector alternative, 128-2.9

Air Ontario, 233
airplanes

accidents, 176t, 176-79, 177-78t
emissions, 167t
emissions controls, 162
popularity, 21, 23, 28
private, 218-1 9
safety, 176-79

air pollution
affects health, 151
damages buildings, 151
environmental costs, 40-4 1

Airport Ground Transportation Association, 324
a irport infrastructure

cost recovery, 96t
costs, 40

effects of federal policies, 124-25



guidelines for reform, 125-26
intermodal transportation, 321-25, 331
international overview, 121-22

investment recommendations, 98-100
landing fees, 40, 123, 218, 347

LAAs, 122-24
maintenance costs, 125
pricing

current, 94-95
stand-alone estimates, 95-98

subsidies, 15, 99
transfer to LAAs, 126
transition requirements, 41 4
valuation of existing airport capital, 99-100, 405

air services
frequency, 239, 24 1
if no changes, 383-84
international, 250-53
government spending, 1 5
to northern communities, 241
under new framework, 385-92
U .S.-Canada, 247, 250-53

air traffic control see air navigation
Air Transat, 233
Air Transport Association of Canada, 126
Air Transportation Tax

as earmarked revenue tax, 120
contribution to infrastructure cost, 40, 94

eliminating and replacing, 97-98, 107
example of network pricing, 9 1
and private aircraft, 219

air trave l
costs, 37-38t, 39c, 43, 55-56, 170-72, 184-89, 361t, 375-92

sample routes, 45-57, 357-82
subsidies, 56-57



Alberta
bus services, 17, 223, 292, 296
Pacific Western Airlines Act, 232
rail services, 261

Algoma Central Railway (ACR), 260
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 198
American (U .S. airline), 24 1
Amtrak

compared with VIA Rail, 268-74,271-72c
finances, 269t, 272c
and foreign ownership, 353
operated by VIA Rail in Canada, 261
services to Toronto, 26 1
track ownership, 260

.Argentia, Newfoundland, ferry services, 304
Atlanta, Georgia, airport, 325
Atlin, British Columbia, bus services, 288
Atli .n Coach Lines, 288
attendants for people with disabilities, 202, 206-8
Auditor General of Canada, 125
automobile see cars
Australia

air navigation, 127
airport management, 5, 122
transportation issues, 4- 5

Baby Boomers, 27
baggage,35,323
Banff, Alberta, rail services, 26 1
Bar Harbor, Maine, ferry rates, 31 2
BC Ferries see British Columbia Ferry Corporation (BC Ferries)
BCR see British Columbia Railway (BCR)



benefit-cost calculations
general, 61
infrastructure, 71, 83, 89,112,283,405,425
National Highway System, 133-34, 405

bilateral air agre e*ments, 246-48

boats, 13, 21 5
Borden, Prince Edward Island, 114, 308
borrowing, for infrastructure costs, 12 0
braille, information on transportation services, 201

branch line abandonment, 144

Brewster Transportation, 325
British Columbia

emission control checks, 159
ferry services, 303, 305-8
low-level ozone, 153
road tolls, 40

British Columbia Ferry Corporation (BC Ferries)
costs, 310-1 1
governments' relationship to, 224
intermodal service, 32 1
one of world's largest, 303
provides most western ferry services, 304
rates, 312-13, 313t
subsidies, 309-10, 31 2

British Columbia Railway (BCR), 260
British Columbia Terms of Union, 307
bus carriers

applying principles to, 223-24
charter, 1 7
competition, 293-96, 298-99
costs, 288-89
cross subsidies, 293-94
decreasing popularity, 21, 23
entry criteria, 22 1
foreign ownership, 353-54
for freight, 289



government policies, 291-93
industry view, 290-91
markets, 287-90
public view, 290
regulations, 16, 288, 291-94, 300
revenues, 288-89
small communities, 293
trends, 289-90
United Kingdom, 295-96
United States, 294-95

buses
accidents, 180t, 180-81, 181t
emissions, 152, 167
emissions controls, 162
intermodal transportation, 321-22, 324, 327, 331
people with disabilities, 200, 202, 209
safety, 180-8 1
transition requirements, 415
who uses, 21-27, 287

bus fares, 296, 390
bus services

competition with VIA Rail, 291
if no changes, 383-84

. under new framework, 385, 390
bus terminal s

accessibility, 115-16
potential monopoly, 94
pricing, 93

bus trave l
costs, 37-38t, 39c, 45, 55-56, 170-72, 184-89, 375-92
sample routes, 45-57, 357-3k
subsidies, 43, 54-56



cabotage rights, U .S.-Canada, 228, 253
Calgary

airport leased to LAA, 94, 122
bus services, 296 1 1
intermodal transportation, 323, 330
rail services, 26 1

Cambridge, Ontario, bus service for people with disabilities, 201

Canada 3000 (air charter), 233
Canada Coach Lines, and people with disabilities, 201
Canada Elections Act, and people with disabilities, 200
Canadian Airline Pilots Association, 126
Canadian Airlines International Ltd .

acquires Wardair, 233
on deregulation, 227
finances, 222, 242
general, 233, 242, 244-46
intermodal transportation, 325
merger with Air Canada, 251-52
ownership restrictions, 232

Canadian Air Policy (19 .84), 230
Canadian Air Traffic Controllers Association, 126
Canadian Business Aircraft Association, 126
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and people with

disabilities, 199
Canadian Climate Program Board, 155
Canadian Competition Tribunal, and computer reservation

systems (CRS), 24 6
Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment 153
Canadian Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation

and Highway Safety, 131-33
Canadian Disability Rights Council, 20 1

Canadian Human Rights Act, and people with disabilities, 199

Canadian National-Canadian Paciiic Act, 1933, 143-44



Canadian National Railway Company (CN)
and CP, 143-44
formed, 1 5
government holdings, 142
joint track usage, 145
regulated by government, 15
restructuring, 138, 140-41
subsidies, 260
U .S. holdings, 141
and VIA Rail, 40, 108, 137, 259

Canadian Pacific Airlines (CP Air), 229 232-33
Canadian Pacific Railway Company (CP)

and CN, 143-44
joint track usage, 145
restructuring, 138, 140-41
subsidies, 1 4
U .S. holdings, 14 1
and VIA Rail, 40,108, 137, 259

Canadian Transport Commission, 230
Canals, 14, 19c, 140
Cape Tormentine, New Brunswick, 114, 308
carbon dioxide (COO emissions

charges, 164, 170172
global problem, 154-55, 160
mode comparisons, 168c, 168-72
rail, 275
reducing, 159-60, 16 6

Caribou, Nova Scotia, ferry services, 306
carrier costs, definition, 42
carriers

applying principles to, 68-69, 79, 219-24
competitiveness, 68-69
environmental charges, 163
intermodal connections, 321
own and manage terminals, 81



and people with disabilities, 200, 206-11
private, 215-16, 218-1 9
under new framework., 400-403

cars
accidents, 182-83, 183t
applying principles to, 217-18
average distances driven, 217c
emission controls, 152, 161-62
emissions, 167
if no changes, 383
and intermodal transportation, 321-22, 324, 326
popularity, 1, 14-15, 20-23, 27, 216-1 7
road use, 102-3
safety, 182-83
under new framework, 386
and urban sprawl, 154

car trave l
costs, 37-38t, 39c, 43-44, 56, 170-72, 184-89, 375-92
definition, 36
sample routes, 45-57, 357-82
subsidies, 43, 57

Castlegar, British Columbia, bus services, 288
CFC see chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) emissions
Channel tunnel, 6, 11 4
Chicago, Amtrak rail services to Canada, 261
Chicago Convention, 24 8
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) emissions, 154-55, 159
Cincinnati, Ohio, airplane accident, 177
Citizenship Act, and people with disabilities, 200
City Express, 23 4
climate, 28, 155
CN see Canadian National Railway Company (CN)

C02 see carbon dioxide (C02) emissions

Coast Guard, 222



Cochrane, Ontario, rail service, 260
comfort, for people with disabilities, 209
Commercial Travellers' Association of Canada, 228
competition

air carriers, 124, 221, 230, 241-46, 252-53, 255
among link services, 70, 403
among modes, 16-17, 68-69
among terminal services, 70, 403
among traffic control services, 70, 403
and barriers to entry, 222
benefits, 11, 65, 400-403
bus carriers, 223-24, 293-96, 298-99
ferries, 224
"fit, willing and able" criteria, 220-22
government responsibility, 72
and intermodal transportation, 323, 326-27, 332-33
international, 1, 9, 345-5 1
rail carriers, 136-37, 139, 223

Competition Act, 124, 246, 298-99
computer-readable diskettes, transportation information, 201
computer reservation. systems (CRS), air industry, 244-46
congestion, car travel, 3, 28, 158
Constitution of Canada, 313, 317, 381
constitutional obligations, 381, 416, 423
Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, 12 4
corridor, 144, 324, 407-8, see also Windsor; Quebec City
cost-benefit calculations see benefit-cost calculations
cost estimates, imprecise, 34-35
cost recovery

for accessibility, 205-6
air carriers, 237c, 243c
airports, 96t
infrastructure, 88-90
and international competition, 349-50
rail fares, 265, 267-68
VIA Rail, 265-67, 268t, 270, 272c, 275



costs
accessibility, 205-6
accident, 33, 41, 44, 103, 184-88, 190, 358, 383-84, 389
accountability, 136-37
air services, 55-56, 125, 390-9 1
bus services, 43, 55-56, 288-89, 390
carriers, 42, 79
car travel, 44, 55-56, 388-89
and climate, 28
definitions, 40-43, 358-59
deregulation, 239
domestic travel, 35
environmental, 7, 33, 40-44, 56, 66,103,156-59, 275-76,

358,389-9 1
ferry services, 309-11, 391-92
health care, 41, 66, 185-86, 190
infrastructure, 2, 5, 10, 13-14, 33, 37-38t, 40 55, 79, 81-93,120,

188-89, 349-50, 358, 383, 388, 390-9 1
lost work, 184-86
marginal, 84-88, 90, 102-3, 349
mode comparisons, 34-36, 37t, 38t, 42, 44-45
National Highway System, 132-33
and pricing, 87-89, 92
property damage, 184-8 6
rail services, 14, 40, 44, 56, 265-68, 275-76, 391
rationale for changes, 7-8, 31, 355-57
route comparisons, 45-57, 357-82
safety, 188-90
system-wide, 2, 17, 34-45, 382-84, 385-88, 392-93
to taxpayers, 42-43, 60, 392
to users, 6, 8-9, 35-39, 42, 67, 79, 84, 151, 187-88, 392, 398-99
transparency, 1 0
value of life, 186, 191
vehicle, 42, 358, 389

Council .of the European Communities, 139
CP see Canadian Pacific Railway Company (CP)



CP Air see Canadian Pacific Airlines (CP Air)
Criminal Code, and people with disabilities, 200
crop values, 156
cross subsidie s

air industry, 233, 236
bus carriers, 293-94
definition, 54-55
eliminating, 9 1

Crown corporations, 117-18, 229
CRS see computer reservation systems (CRS)
Cumberland, Ontario, ferry services, 305

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, ferry services, 305
data collectio n

gaps, 339t, 339-40, 340t
government responsibilities, 72, 341

decentralization, 67, 80
Delta (U .S. airline), 241
demand

future, 28, 416
infrastructure, 28, 403

market, 29
telecommunications, 29
traveller, 29

deregulation, air
airports, 235-36
costs, 236-39
pressure for, 16, 230
prices, 236-39
restructuring, 234-35
and safety, 179, 241
service quality, 239-4 1

Dewdney Trails, bus services, 288
disabilities, transportation-relevant, 195-97, 196c, 197t



disabled see people with disabilitie s
domestic services, international .com petition, 346
Dorval Airport, Montreal, 323, 328
Dryden, Ontario, airplane accident, 177, 22 1

4
Eastern Europe, 1, 9
Eastern Provincial Airways, 232-33
Edinburgh Airport, U .K., 122
Edmonton, 94,121-22, 296
Edmonton Municipal Airport, 121
efficiency

of pricing, 84
transportation objective, 60-62
under new framework, 423-25

electronic technology, and road use charges, 105-106
Emergencies Act, and air industry ownersh .ip, 249
Emergency Response Services (ERS), 125
emission charges

environmental goals, 164
and international competition, 348-49
mode comparisons, 166-69
route comparisons, 169-72, 170t, 172t

emission controls, 44, 152, 159, 161
emissions

by airplanes, 167t
by lbuses, 152, 167t
carbon dioxide, 155, 168c
by cars, 44, 152, 167t
cause low-level ozone, 152
chlorofluorocarbons, 155
by diesel trucks, 152
global warming, 154-55,349
high-level ozone, 155
mode comparison, 167t, 168c



reducing, 157-58, 160
Toute comparisons, 167-72
by trains, 167t, 275-76

English Channel, tunnel, 6,114
environmental clean-up, 156-58
environmental costs

air travel, 56, 170c, 172t, 390-91
bus travel, 56, 1170c, 172t, 390
car travel, 44, 56, 170c, 172t, 389
compared to total costs, 7, 43-44

definition,. 40-41, 358
ferry travel, 39 1
paid by fuel taxes, 103
route comparison, 56
subsidies, 33
train travel, 44, 56, 170c, 172t, 262, 275-76

environmental damag e
assessing, 22, 151-52, 156-57
controlling, 157-59
global warming, 154-55
high-level ozone, 155
if no changes, 383-84
low-level ozone, 152-53
urban sprawl, 154

environmental protection
governmental cooperation, 159-61
and international competition, 348-49
through education, 161-63
through pricing, 163-66'
through regulations, 161-63
and transportation decisions, 3, 6, 101 28
transportation objectives, 8, 60, 62, 151-52, 416-25

under new framework, 419-2 1

ERS see Emergency Response Services
essential facilities, criteria, 115-16



Europe
Eastern, 1, 9
fuel taxes, 10 1
intermodal transportation, 325
private-sector infrastructure providers, 114
rail services, 259, 263, 268
travel patterns, 23

Eurotunnel, 6, 114
excise tax, fuel, 104
exhaust gases see emissions
Experience Canada, 325

fairness
transportation objective, 60, 79
under new framework, 421-23

fatalities
accident cost, 4 1
airplanes, 176t, 176-79, 177-78t
buses, 180t, 180-81, 181 t
cars, 182-83, 183t
ferries, 182t, 182
mode comparison, 175, 183t, 183-84
trains, 179-80, 180t

Federal Airports Corporation, Australia, 122
federal government see also governments

and air services, 81, 128
bus regulations, 288, 297-99
and deregulation, 16-17
environmental regulations, 161
and ferry service, 306-9
fuel excise tax, 10 4
as infrastructure provider, 13-15, 81, 117



and people with disabilities, 201
and rail services, 1 4
role in intermodal services, 326
Trans-Canada Highway, 1 5
and water transportation, 13

federal policies
air industry, 15, 17, 124-25, 228-32
bus services, 291-92
ferry services, 306, 313, 315
train services, 261, 281, 283

Federal Aviation Administration, 127
ferries

accidents, 182t, 182
emissions controls, 162
entry criteria, 222
foreign ownership, 354
and intermodal transportation ' '321
and people with disabilities, 200, 202
rate comparisons, 313 t
safety, 182

ferry*rates, 108, 311-16
ferry services

applying principles to, 224
British Columbia, 303, 306-8
constitutional obligations, 303, 306-9, 314
current, 303-5
if no changes, 383-84
Great Lakes, 304
New Brunswick, 308-9
Newfoundland', 303, 306, 308
Nova Scotia, 306, 308
pricing, 108, 311-1 6
Prince Edward Island, 303, 306, 308-9
public view, 305-6



Quebec, 304
St. Lawrence River, 304
to U .S., 306-71'31 2
transition requirements, 414-15
under new framework, 386

ferry terminals, pricing, 94
ferry trave l

costs, 37-38t, 39c, 43, 375-92
,sample routes, 357, 375-82
subsidies, 43, 57, 303, 309, 31 2

Financial Administration Act, 128
"fit, willing and able" definition, 220-22
foreign ownership see also open skies

air carriers, 232, 248-49, 255, 352
bus carriers, 353-54
and competition, 351
ferries., 354
and National Transportation Act, 1987, 232, 248
rail carriers, 353
restrictions, 351-52

Fort McMurray, Alberta, bus services, 296
France

air 'agreement on Martinique, 247
car popularity, 22
highway ownership, 6
intermodal transportation, 325
private-sector infrastructure providers, 113
rail services, 282

Free Trade Agreement, and air industry, 254
freight see also trucking

general, 1 8
rail, 16, 137, 141-45

frequent-flyer programs, 244
fuel charges, 163-64, 347
fuel conservation, 160, 163
fuel consumption, 155, 383-84
fuel emissions see emissions



fueltaxes
buses, 288-89 '
example of network pricing, 91
fund road infrastructure, 101
provincial, 10 4
and provincial sales taxes, 4 1
special transportation taxes, 33-34, 4 1

Gatwick Airport, U .K., 122

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 1
Germany

air services, 122, 127
car popularity, 22 -
intermodal transportation, 325
rail services, 6, 282
transportation issues, 4

Glasgow Airport, U .K., 122
globalization, 2, 29
global warming, 154-55, 349
Goods and Services Tax (GST), 33
GO Transit, Toronto, 26 1
government department, as infrastructure provider, 116-17
governments see also federal government; municipal governments ;

provincial government s
accountability, 74-75, 336, 338, 341
historical roles in transportation, 10, 14-17
and infrastructure, 81-84
and intermodal transportation, 329-32
investments in airports, 98-10 1
and people with disabilities, 209-1 1
responsibilities, 3, 10, 15, 59, 66-67, 71-73, 82, 159-61, 406-13
and safety, 72, 189
subsidies, 15 .
treating modes-equally, 74



Great Lakes
ferry services, 304

water link, 303
greenhouse effect, 151,154-55
greenhouse gases, 1154-~55, 159, 166-67
Greyhound Lines of Canada Ltd ., 288-90, 293, 296, 323, 325, 328, 353
Greyhound (U.S .), merger with Trailways, 294-9 5
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 2

Gulf War, affects airlines, 2

Halifax
air services, . 235
ferry services, 305
rail services, 353

Hamilton, Ontario, busing for people with disabilities, 201
health care costs

averages, 185-86
covered by travellers, 66, 190
definition, 2, 185
from accidents, 41, 175, 184, 185t, 186t
providers and travellers must pay, 66

Hearst, Ontario, rail service, 260
Heathrow Airport, U .K., 122
high-level ozone, 155
high-speed rail services, 171, 281-84
highways, proposed standards, 132
Hinton, Alberta, train accident, 179
House of Commons Standing Committee on Transport,

March 1992 report, 32
hub-and-spoke, 235, 239
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IATA see International Air Transport Association (IATA)
identification cards, for people with disabilities, 206-7
independent authority, as infrastructure provider, 118-19
infrastructur e

benefit-cost calculations, 71, 83, 89, 112, 283, 405, 425
components of, 18, 80-8 1
definition, 40
government investment, 82-83
history, 13-1 4
marginal costs, 84-88
modal equality, 74, 79
open and accessible, 10
and pricing, 83-93
private-sector investment,82
safety costs, 188-89

infrastructure costs
air travel, 55, 390
bus travel, 55, 390
car travel, 55, 388
definition, 40, 358
ferries, 39 1
if no changes, 383
and international competition, 349-50
route comparison, 55
subsidies, 33 .
under new framework, 403-6

infrastructure networks, and pricing, 91-93
infrastructure providers

accountability, 336-37
for air navigation, 126-29
for airports, 121-26
environmental charges, 163
governments as referees, 11 1-12
monopolies, 112-21



and people with disabilities, 209-11
rail control, 136-47
for roads, 129-36

injuries see safety, how measured
insurance, and accident costs, 187-88
insurance premiums, 44, 187
Intair, 234, 24 2
intercity transportation see transportatio n
intermodal connections see modes of transportation, integrating
International Air Transport Association (IATA), 250
International Association of Machinists and Ae rospace Workers,

on deregulation, 227
international competition

conclusions, 350-51
domestic services, 346
trans-border services, 347
and transportation charges, 345-46

in ternational flights, 250-53
international policies, air industry, 246-48
international route designations, 251
Interstate Commerce Commission, 354
investments, under new framework, 405-6
Italy, 6, 22, 11 3

J

Japan,23,282

MV Joey and Clara .Smallwood (ferry), 304

Jones Act, 354
jurisdiction, past and future, 10
Juteau, Bernard, on deregulation, 228

Kitchener, Ontario, 201, 330



LAA see Local Airport Authorities (LAA)
labour

air, 239
employment, 18
ferry, 311
-movement, 2 -
train, 269, 276

Labrador City, Quebec, rail service, 261
Lachine Canal, 1 4
landing fees, 40, 94, 123, 218, 347
land use, 3
large print, information on transportation services, 201
legislation, and people with disabilities, 198-201
leisure travel, intermodal transportation, 324-2 5
Lester B. Pearson International Airport, Toronto

affected by deregulation, 235-36
and intermodal transportation, 322-24, 328
new runways, 98
unique infrastructure, 121

L6vis, Quebec, ferry services, 305
licence fee s

and international competition, 347
should include safety costs, 190
special transportation tax, 41

light trucks see cars
Lillooet, British Columbia, rail service, 260
linear parks, 144
links

applying the principles to, 69-71
intermodal, 31 9
networks of, and pricing, 91-93, 101-8

Liverpool Airport, U .K., 122



Local Airport Authorities (LAAs )
as infrastructure provider, 118, 121
leasing major airports, 94
potential monopolies, 123-2 4
role, 122-23

lost work costs
averages, 185-86
definition, 184

Lower Fraser Valley, British Columbia, low-level ozone, 153, 159
low-level ozon e

affects health, 152
builds up, 153
definition, 152
non-attainment areas, 153, 159

MacPherson Royal Commission on Transportation, 16-17
maintenance of infrastructure, 6, 9, 15, 405
mandate of Commission, 1
Manitoba, 180, 292
marginal costs

and deficits, 87-88
definition, 84-85
infrastructure pricing, 349
limitations, 85-87
road use by cars, 102-3
should guide pricing, 87-90

Marine Atlantic Inc .
costs, 310-1 1
governments' relationship to, 224
and people with disabilities, 210
provides most eastern ferry services, 304
rates, 312-13, 313t
service to P.E.I ., 308-9
subsidies, 309-10



Maritime Regional services, VIA Rail, 266
market share

air carriers, 23-24c, 26t, 28, 241-246
bus carriers, 23-24c, 26t, 287-88
rail carriers, 23-24c, 26t, 259

Martinique, flights to, 247
Masson, Quebec, ferry services, 305
methane, causing greenhouse effect, 154
Ministerial Task Force on Aviation . Matters, 127
Minister's Advisory Committee on Accessible Transportation, 210
Mirabel Airport, Quebec, 328, 330
modes of transportation

choicerelated to pricing, 92
costs compared, 35, 43-45
emission surcharges compared, 166-72
equal treatment of, 74, 411-12
integrating, 319-21, 325-33
international comparison, 26t
market shares, 22-23, 23c, 24-25c
popularity compared, 20-27
route comparisons, 45-57, 360-82
safety comparison, 183-84
and subsidization, 8, 9, 275
trip length, 22c

monopolies
and government intervention, 66, 70, 72
and multimodal services, 332-33
need to limit power of, 112-13
private-sector -providers, 113-16
public-sector providers, 116-21

Montrea l
airport leased to LAA, 94, 122
commuter services by rail, 261
intermodal transportation, 323, 33 1
rail services,*261, 275, 353

Moosonee, Ontario, rail service, 260
Motor Vehicle Transport Act, 1987, 17, 291-92



municipal governments
environmental objectives, 161
manage airports, 121
and people with disabilities, 20 2

Nationair, 233
.National Airport, Washington, D .C ., 325
National Ambient Air Quality Objectives, 153
National Express (U .K. bus line), 295-96
National Highway System (NHS )

assessing, 133-34
benefit-cost calculations, 133-34, 405
costs, 132-33
proposal, 131
standards, 132

National Strategy for the Integration of Persons with Disabilities, 201
National Transportation Act (1967) (NTA), 16, 326
National Transportation Act, 1987 (NTA, 1987)

and air services, 220-22, 227
and competition, 17, 220, 231
on foreign ownership, 232, 248

.intermodal services, 326
and people with disabilities, 198-201
and rail services, 138, 144-45

regulatory reform, 227
trucking, .223

National Transportation Agency
air and industry, 228, 231-32
enforces running rights, 138-40
"fit, willing and able," 22 1

and LAA pricing, 124
passenger rail, 273, 278
and people with disabilities, 198-200, 203, 205-81 210

rail line abandonment, 145, 273f- 278



nation-building,-13-14, 62-64, 417
The Netherlands, 4
New Brunswick

bus regulations, 17, 223, 292
ferry services, 308
low-level ozone, 153
rail services, 261

Newfoundland .
bus accidents, 180
bus regulations, 292
ferry services, 303-4, 306, 308, 314-

Newfoundland Act, 308
New'York, rail services, 261, 270
New Zealand

air navigation, 127
road administration, 5
road infrastructure provider, 129-30
transportation issues, 4

NHS see National Highway System (NHS)
Niagara Falls, Ontario, 201, 26 1
nitrogen oxide (NOJ emissions

causing greenhouse effect, 154
charges, 164, 169-72
form .low-level ozone, 152
reducing,- 159, 166-67

nois e pollution, 3, 40, 151
non-attainment areas

definition, 153
low-level ozone, 153, 159
regional solutions, 159-60
and urban sprawl, 154

Nordair, 232-33
North Bay, Ontario, rail service, 260
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northern Canada
air carriers, 231
air service, 28, 241

bus carriers, 288
rail service, 26 1

North Sydney, Nova Scotia, ferry services, 304, 312
Northumberland Ferries Limited, 304, 306
Northumberland Strait crossing, 114, 309
Northwest Territories, bus services, 288
Norway, price-setting, 5
Nova Scotia

bus services, 180, 292
ferry services, 304-5
low-level ozone, 153

NOx see nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions

NOx/VOCs Management Plan, 153
NW7 Air, 233

ONR see Ontario Northland Railway (ONR)
Ontario

bus services, 180, 201, 288-90
ferry services, 304-5
GO Transit, 261
low-level ozone, 153
no-fault insurance, 188
rail services, 261, 263, 275, 281
rail subsidies, 260

Ontario Northland Railway (ONR), 260
Ontario Northland Transportation Commission, 304

open skies policy, 228, 253-54. see also foreign ownership

Oshawa Airport, 97t, 97, 12 5
Ottawa, and intermodal transportation, 331
ownership, air industry, 248-50
ozone see low-level ozone, see high-level ozone



Pacific Western Airlines Act, 232
Pacific Western Airlines (PWA), 232-33, 242
Panel on Climate Change, 154
para-transit, 202
passenger-kilometre, definition, 35
peak-period use, 95, 105
people with disabilities.

access, 68, 20341
access costs, 204-6
access improvements, 198-203
access needs, 195, 21 1
access problems, 195-97
access rights, 203
attendants, 206-8
buses,209
comfort, 209
coordination of efforts, 209-11
government intervention needed, 66-67
identification cards, 206-7
legislation, 20 0
transportation personnel training, 208
transportation-relevant disabilities, 195-97, 196c, 197t
under new framework, 399-40 0

personnel training, to assist people with disabilities, 208-9
policin g

pricing, 109
roads, cost, 131
safety, cost, 189-90

policy-setting, governments' responsibilities, 72
pollution see environmen t
Port aux Basques, Newfoundland, 308, 312, 314
Prestwick Airport, U.K., 122



pricing
air links, 106-7
benefits of full coverage, 79-80
and choice of modes, 92
efficient, 84
of link services, 69-70, 91-93
marginal cost, 87-88
and networks, 91-93
of terminal services, 69-70, 91-93
to protect the environment, 163-66
of traffic control services, 69-70
two-part, 90
under new framework, 403-5
using average costs, 88-89, 92
using benefits, 89
using cost responsibility, 89
using marginal costs, 87-88

pricing principle s
applied to air links, 106-7
applied to airports, 94-100
applied to bus terminals, 93-94
applied to control services, 109
a pplied to ferry terminals, 94
applied to rail links, 108
applied to rail terminals, 94
applied to road network, 101-6
applied to water links, 108
infrastructure, 83-93

Prince Edward Islan d
bus services, 17, 223, 292
ferry services, 303-4, 306, 308-9, 314

Prince George, British Columbia, 260
Prince Rupert, British Columbia, 31 2
Privacy Act, and people with disabilities, 200



private-sector infrastructure providers
for air navigation, 128-29
financing, 14-15, 82
international overview, 113-14
problems, 114-1 6
rail tracks, 141-43

privatization
Air Canada, 17, 227, 232-33
Pacific Western Airlines, 232
worldwide, 2

productivity
airline workers, 239
ferry, 31 1
rail, 269, 276

property damage costs
.in accidents, 41
averages, 185-86
definition, 184

property taxes, as subsidies,, 34
provincial and territorial governments see also governments

airlines policies, 232
bus regulations, 17, 288, 297-98
environmental objectives, 161
ferry service obligations, 307
fuel taxes, 10 4
as infrastructure provider, 15, 117
and people with disabilities, 202
rail subsidies, 260
and roads, 15, 81,130-311
Tran§-Canada Highway, 15

public-sector infrastructure provider s
advisory bodies, 12b-21
controlling charges, 119-20
Crown corporation, 117-118
earmarking revenues, 119-20

40



government department, 116-17
independent authority, 118-19
rail tracks, 141-43

Public Works Canada, Northumberland Strait crossing, 114, 309
PWA see Pacific Western Airlines (PWA)

QNS&L see Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railway (QNS&L)
quality of service

air industry, 239-41
VIA Rail, 2~6t

Quebec
bus services, 289
ferry services, 304-5

fuel tax, 41
low-level ozone, 153
motor-vehicle insurance, 187-88
rail s ervices, 261, 263, 281

Quebecair, 232
Quebec Cit y

ferry services, 305
intermodal transportation, 324
low-level ozone, 153, 159
rail services, 270, 273, 281, 283

Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railway (QNS&L), 26 1

rail carriers see also train.; VIA Rail
applying principles to, 223
could limit access, 137
current picture, 260-62
entry criteria, 221
foreign ownership, 353
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freight vs passenger, 137
high-speed, 263, 281-84
public view of, 262-63
regulations, 1 6
remote services, 280-8 1
separate ownership from tracks, 140-41
share of travel market, 259

rail fares, and cost recovery, 265, 267-'68
rail infrastructure

access concerns, 136-37
access improvements, 137-43
issues, 136
rationalizaton, 143-47

rail links, pricing, 108
rail services

and environmental costs, 275-76
Europe,268
intermodal, 323-25-
line abandonment, 279
public opinion, 262-63
subsidies, 9 . 14-15, 261-264
transition requirements, 414-15
types,265
U.S see Amtrak

rail terminals, pricing, 94
rail track s

infrastructure costs and use, 40
joint usage, 143-47 -
line abandonment, 144-47
miles of, 143

public vs private ownership, 141-42
running rights, 138
separate ownership frorn carriers, 140-41
Winnipeg to Ottawa Valley, 145

rail travel see train travel
Railway Act, 138,221
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railways, freight, history, 16
rapid-rail transit, 32 5
rationalization, of railway systems, 143-47
recession, effect on air industry, 1, 250
recommendation s

accessibility for people with disabilities, 68, 203-6, 399-400, 408

accident and safety costs paid by travellers, 190, 399
accountability, 337-38, 41 2
advisory groups on people with disabilities, 211, 400
air carriers not to receive financial contributions from

governments, 252, 40 1
air industry competition, 253, 403
air n avigation and traffic control pricing, 107, 404

air navigation at arm's length, 127, 407

airport access by other modes, 332, 402

airport new investment, 100, 405

airport pricing on individual basis, 98, 404-5
Air Transportation Tax, 98, 404
annual report on transportation, 342, 409, 413
attendants for people with disabilities, 207-8, 400, 409

bus deregulation, 297, 401
bus standards for people with disabilities, 209, 409
capital valuation of airports, 100, 404-5 -
Competition Act rev iew concerning bus industry, 299, 408

competitive carrier services, 69, 400
computer reservation systems, 333, 408
data gathering, 341, 409, 413 -
discontinuation of services, 76, 413

efficiency, 61, 41 6
emissions charges applied equally, 165, 411

emissions charges to induce change, 165, 398
emissions charges used appropriately, 166, 412
emissions controls, 162, 41 2
environmental protection', 61, 416
equal regulation of modes, 74, 411
equal taxation of modes, 74, 411

I
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fairness, 61, 41 6
ferry service constitutional obligations, 315, 416
ferry subsidies, 313, 315-16, 413, 415-1 6
foreign ownership of air carriers, 249, 402
fuel tax uses, 104 41 1
government intervention on monopolies, 71, 403
government policy responsibilities, 73, 406
.high-speed rail services, 283-84, 406, 408, 413
identification cards for people wit h disabilities, .207, 400
individual ownership of air carriers, 250, 40 1
injury and death definitions must be comparable, 191,406
intergovernmental cooperation, 341, 409, 41 3
intermodal infrastructure, 332, 402
international flights, 251-52, 401
international strategy on global warming, 161, 411
levels of government authority, 73, 409
link service pricing, 70, 403
local management of airports, 126, 407
monopoly decision-making, 337, 41 .2
nation-building, 64, 41 6
National Transportation Act, 1987, 147, 205, 406, 408
NHS funding, 136, 405
NHS individual projects, 1,34, 405
NHS maintenance, 135, 41 0
personnel training to assist people with disabilities, 209, 400
pricing and market forces, 70, 403
rail line abandonment allowable, 147, 406
rail rights-of-way protection, 147, 407-8
rail track access, 138, 402
regional development, 64,41 6
regional solutions to non-attainment areas, 160, 410
remote rail services, 281, 413, 415-1 6
road infrastructure provider to be Crown corporation, 130, 407
road tolls, 105, 404
safety, 61, 41 6

subsidies for air services transition, 99, 414



subsidies for bus services transition, 300, 415

subsidies for rail services transition, 278, 414-1 5

terminal service pricing, 70, 403

traffic control pricing, 70, 403

tr ansition mechanism, 76, 41 3

transparent government decisions, 75, 412

trucking taxes, 105, 404
users pay costs, 67, 398
users pay for environmental damage, 164-65, 398
VIA Rail publish annual reports, 279, 414-1 5

VIA Rail services competition, 279, 414-15

VIA Rail subsidy ending, 280, 402, 414-15

Red Arrow bus line, 296
Regional Air Carrier Policy (1966), 229, 231
regional development, 62-6 4

regulations
and competition, 16
enforcement problems, 116
government involvment, history, 10, 15
inconsistent, 6
and intermodal transportation, 320, 327-28
of private-sector infrastructure, 115-16

regulatory reform see deregulatio n

remote services
ferries, 305
rail carriers, 280-81
VIA Rail, 267

researc h
on environmental damage, 157
governments' responsibilities, 72

reservation system s

air industry, 244-46
anti-competitive, 333
bu.ses,328
intermodal, 31 9
VIA Rail, 327



Rideau Canal, Ontario, 14
rights-of-way, rail tracks, 142, 144-46
Rio Conference, United Nations, June 1992, 160
road-building, 1 5
roads

dominant infrastructure form, 101
federal government role, 129
funding, 13 1
low-volume, 106
maintenance, 6, 1 5
National Highway System, 131-36
New Zealand, 129-30
pricing, 104-5

history, 101
future, 106

provincial government role, 130-31
safety, 183

Rocky Mountaineer Rail Tours, 261
route comparison s

Churchill to Winnipeg costs, 357, 371-74, 372t, 373c
environmental costs, 56, 166-72
Halifax to St . John's costs, 3.57, 375-82, 376t, 378c
parameters, 357-60
Saskatoon to Halifax costs,* 45, 48t, 49c, 55-57, 357, 360-66,

361t, 362c

Toronto to Montreal costs, 45, 46t, 47c, 55-57, 357, 367-70,
368t, 369c

Va I d'O r to Montreal costs, 45, 50t, 51 c, 55-57
Vancouver to Toronto costs, 45, 52t, 53c, 55-57

Royal Commission on National Passenger Transportation
consultation process, 4
findings, 9-10
mandate, 1
methods, 7-8
philosophy, 8-9



rationale, 2-3
report organization, 11
research conclusions, 6-7
results, 8
study of other countries, .4-6

world setting, 1-2 Trans
pRoyal Commission on Railways and ortation

in Canada (1931), 143
Royal Commission on Transportation (MacPherson), 16-17

running rights, rail tracks, 138
rural communities, bus services, 299-300

safety see also accidents
and air industry deregulation, 241
of air navigation, 128
airplanes, 176-79
assessing, 190-91
buses, 180-81
cars, 182-83
costs, who pays, 188-89
ferries, 182
government regulations, 189
how measured, 175-76
mode comparison, 183-84
public transportation vs private, 175
trains, 179-80
transportation objective, 60, 62
travellers should pay for, 189-90
under new framework, 417-1 8

safety costs, who pays, 188-89
St. Catharines, Ontario, 20 1
Saint John, New Brunswick, 153, 159

St. Lawrence River, 303-4
San Francisco, California, ferry service to, 307



Saskatchewan, bus services, 180, 292
Saskatchewan Transportation Company, 293
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, rail service, 260
Schefferville, Quebec, rail service, 26 1
Secretary of State, legislation on accessibility, 200-201
seniors, 27-28, 197
Sept-Iles, Quebec, rail service, 261
Singapore, price-setting, 5
Skidegate, British Columbia, 312
smog see low-level ozon e
social costs, of accidents, 186
Soci6t6 des traversiers du Qu6bec, 304
South America, subsidies, 9
South Baymouth, Ontario, ferry services, 304
Spain, 6, 11 3
special costs, definition, 358
special taxes and fees, definition, 41-42
standards, governments' responsibilities, 72
Stansted Airport, U.K., 122
subsidies

accident costs, 33
accountability, 337
air services, 43, 55-57, 252
bus services, 43, 54-57, 299-300
car travel, 43, 57
cross, 15, 54-55, 91, 233, 236, 293-94
direct, 32, 262t
eliminated under new framework, 422-23
environmental costs, 33
ferry services, 43, 57, 303, 309-10, 313, 315-16
fuel taxes, 33
full disclosure, 74-75
hidden, 32
inappropriate, 8-9
infrastructure costs, 33
past and future, 10, 14



property taxes, 34
rail services, 14, 43, 55, 57, 260-64, 274-75, 277-79

reducing, 3, 337
to cover marginal-cost pricing deficits, 87-88

Sweden, 4-5,140-41

Switzerland, 4
Sydney, Nova Scotia, ferry services, 308

taxes see also Air Transportation Tax, excise taxes, fuel taxes,
Goods and Services Tax .

equal among modes, 74
reduced,8,392

taxis
accessible to people with disabilities, 202
licences,322
services, 32 4

Taylor, Claude L, on deregulation, 228
TCA see Trans-Canada Airlines (TCA)
technology, Canadian limitations, 28
telecommunications, affect travel, 2, 29
telecommunications devices for the deaf (TDD), 201-2
terminal fees, airports, 40
terminals

intermodal, 320
multimodal, 319,329-32
networks of, and pricing, 91-93
pricing, 93-100
principles, 69-71

Terms of Union, 306-8, 317 -
territorial governments see provincial governments
Tobermory, Ontario, ferry services, 304



tolls
electronic, 101-2
and international competition, 347
for new roads, 105
for peak periods, 105
statistics, 101

Toronto
aircraft landing fees, 218
bus services, 290
and intermodal transportation, 331
rail services, 260-61, 267, 275, 353

Toronto-Ottawa-Montreal triangl e
bus services, 289-91
rail services, 142-43, 263, 276, 291

tourism, 3, 262 -
trade barriers, 2, 352
traffic contro l

costs, roads, 131
pricing, 109
principles, 69-71
rail, 139

Trail, British Columbia, bus services, 288
Trailways (U .S.), merger with Greyhound, 294-95
Train 6 Grande Vitesse (TGV), France, 325
trains see also rail ; VIA Rail

accidents, 179-80, 180t
costs, 391
electrified, 171
emissions, 167
emissions controls, 162
high-speed, 171, 281-84

and intermodal transportation, 327
and people with disabilities, 202
popularity, 21,23
safety, 179-80



train service s
if no changes, 383-84
includes carrier and infrastructure, 18
under new framework, 386

train travel
costs, 37-38t, 39c, 43-44, 56, 170-72, 184-89, 375-92
sample routes, 45-47, 357-82
subsidies, 9, 14-15, 43, 55, 57, 261-64

training, transportation personnel, 208-9
trans-border services, international competition, 347
Trans-Canada Airlines (TCA), 1 5
Trans-Canada Highway

building of, 14-15
compared to NHS, 131
example of links network, 9 1

transcontinental train, 14, 397
Transit New Zealand, 129-30
transition mechanisms, 10, 75
transparency

needed for informed choice, 67
obstacles to, 336
public opinion on, 335-36
under new framework, 412-13

Transport Canada
accident cost estimates, 184-86
airport accessibility, 321-23
employment, 1 8
increases air traffic controllers, 126
and intermodal transportation, 331
manages airports, 94,12 1
and people with disabilities, 201
and rail policies, 146
safety standards, 128, 190-91
and VIA Rail, 273



transportation
as business, 65
intercity, definition, 2, 6, 17, 1 9
intermodal see modes of transportation, integrated
public, and non-attainment areas, 154
public policy tool, 82

transportation charges, and international competition, 345-46
transportation-relevant disabilities, 195-97, 196c, 197t
transportation system

accessibility, 68
accountability, 335-38
achieving new framework, 397-425
.components, 18, 19t, 81t
employment, 1 8
expenditures, 2, 17
flexibility, 29, 76
future, 27-29
history, 13-1 7
modern overview, 17-1 9
new framework rationale, 59-60
objectives

efficiency, 60-62, 423-25

environmental protection, 60, 62, 419-21
fairness, 60, 79, 421-23
safety, 60, 62, 417-18

principles
carriers, 68-69
links, 69-71
terminals, 69-71
traffic control, 69-71
users, 65-68

spending, 1 7
transition to new framework, 75-77, 413-16
transparency of decisions, 67, 335-3.6, 341-42



travel
1990 statistics, 19
and age, 27-28
by air, 20-2 1
for business, 19, 20c, 21, 29
by car, 20
distances, 19, 21-22c, 21
domestic, 23-24c
international, 20-21, 23c, 29
interprovincial, 1 9
modes, 20-27, 22-24c,
new forms, 29
personal, 20c
for pleasure, 19, 20c, 21
projections, 27-29
reasons for, 19-20, 20c
various countries, modes, 25-26c
visiting friends, 20c

travel costs
route comparisons, 45-57, 46t, 361t, 368t, 372t, 376t
system-wide, 37-38t, 39c, 371-82, 384t, 386-87t

travellers see also users
environmental charges, 163-64
must pay full costs, 79
pay for infrastructure costs, 84
safety regulations, 189
u nder new fra mewo rk, 398-99

Treasury Board, and people with disabilities, 201
truckin g

Motor Vehicle Transport Act, 291-92
National Transportation Act, 1987, 223
regulations, 16-1 7
road use, 10 4
taxes recommended, 105



trucks
emissions, 152, 162
po st-war popularity, 15

trucks, light see cars

Unemployment Insurance premium, earmarked revenue tax, 120
United Kingdom

air services, 5, 122, 127
bus carriers, 295-96 -
car popularity, 22
private-sector infrastructure providers, 113
railway company ownership, 6 .
transportation issues, 4

United Nations Convention on Climate Change, 160
United States

air fares, 238c, 238, 242-43
air industry, 23, 113, 115, 127, 179, 227, 230, 235, 241, 354
airports, 121 125
bus services'. 293-95, 353-54
car popularity, 20, 22-23
CN and CP holdings, 141
competition, 246-49, 354
Department of Transportation, 127
effect on Canada's transportation, 16, 20, 28, 345, 347, 353
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 127
ferries, 306-7, 354
fuel taxes, 101, 348
intermodal transportation, 325
low-level ozone, 153
open skies policy'with, 228, 253-54
people with disabilities, 198
price-setting, 5
private-sector infrastructure providers, 11 3
rail services, 140, 143, 259, 353, see also Amtrak

transportation issues, 4, 345-54
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United States-Canada Bilateral Air Treaty, 254
United (U .S . airline), 24 1
urban spraw l

and environmental damage, 162-63
and non-attainment areas, 154

urban transportatio n
connected to intercity system, 18
environmental issues, 162

users see also travellers
and accident costs, 187-88
costs to, 35-39, 67, 151, 392
decision-making power, 337
definition, 34, 358-59
and informed choice, 67
principles, 65-68
safety regulations, 189

valuation of existing airport capital, 99-100, 405

value of life, 41, 185-86,191, 406
value-of-service pricing, 89
Vancouver

air services, 94, 122, 218, 235-36
bus services, 288, 290
emissions control, 159
ferry services, 305
intermodal service, 321, 331
rail services, 260-61, 26 7

Vancouver International Airport, new runways, 98

vans see car s
vehicle costs

borne by others, 42
borne by users, 42
definition, 42, 358
if recommendations implemented,.389



vehicle registration fees, based on emissions, 164
VIA Rail see also rail carriers

accountability, 273
compared with Amtrak, 268-74, 271-72c
competition with bus services, 29 1
cost recovery, 265-67, 268t, 270, 272c, 275
costs, 40, 265-68
finances, 263-64, 264t
and foreign ownership, 353,
future, 274-76
government holdings, 142
and intermodal transportation, 325, 327
line abandonment, 14 5
mandatory services, 267 t, 267-68, 268t
market share, 259
operates Amtrak in Canada, 261
and people with disabilities, 210
remote services, 280-8 1
service quality, 266t
services offered, 264-65
subsidies, 261-64
termination costs, 276
track access limited, 137
track ownership, 260
track use payments, 108

Victoria, British Columbia, 305, 307, 321
volatile organic compounds (VOCs)

and emissions Charges, 164
form low-level ozone, 152
reducing, 159, 166-6 7
route charges comparisons, 169-72

Voyage.ur Colonial, bus services, 289



Wardair, 232-33, 242
Washington, D .C., 261, 270, 325
water carriers, regulations, 16
water links

Great Lakes, 303
pricing, 109
St. Lawrence River, 303

weight-distance taxes, on trucking, 104-5
Welland Canal, Ontario, 1 4
Western Europe, car popularity, 23
Western Rail Passenger Restoration Committee, 263
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, bus services, 288
Windsor, Ontari o

intermodal transportation, 324
low-level ozone, 153, 159
rail services, 270, 273, 281, 283

Winnipeg, and intermodal transportation, 331
Wood Island, Prince Edward Island, ferry services, 306
World War 11, 15, 21, 249

Yarmouth Airport, Nova Scotia, 97t, 97, 125
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, ferry rates, 312
Yukon Territory

bus services, 288
rail services, 261


